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5-OPERATIONS IN REPRESENTATION THEORYi1)
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EVELYN HUTTERER BOORMAN

ABSTRACT.   For  <?  a group and  AG   the category of  G-objects in

a category   A,  a collection of functors, called   "S-operations," is introduced

under mild restrictions on   A.  With certain assumptions on   A   and with   G

the symmetric group  Sk,  one obtains a unigeneration theorem for the Gro-

thendieck ring formed from the isomorphism classes of objects in   A *.   For

A = finite-dimensional vector spaces over  C,   the result says that the repre-

sentation ring R(Sk)   is generated, as a   \-ring, by the canonical   fc-dimen-

sional permutation representation.  When   A = finite sets, the  S-operations

are called   "(3-operations," and the result says that the Burnside ring  B(Sk)

is generated by the canonical   S^-set if  ^-operations are allowed along with

addition and multiplication.

I

A. Introduction. In the theory of linear representations of a finite group

G,  representations can be added, multiplied, and formed into a ring R(G), the

representation ring of G.   In addition, 72th symmetric power operations can be

applied to any representation, and these operations can be extended to all elements

of R(G). Knutson [5] gives a detailed account of these operations in R(G);

Atiyah [1] discusses similar operations in the setting of vector bundles.

This paper attempts to generalize these notions. For any group  G,  a col-

lection of operations on the category AG  is defined under mild restrictions on

A.  In the case of linear representations of a finite group, these operations are

combinations of symmetric powers, but, in general, they include other operations

as well. Letting G=Sk  and with certain assumptions on A k, one obtains the

main result:

Corollary 11.22. < Xk > = K0(ASk).
a

Here, KJA k) is the Grothendieck ring formed from the isomorphism

classes of objects in A k, Xk  is a particular object in A k, and (Xk) is the
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S '
subring of K0(\ k) obtained by applying the operations to Xk and taking

sums and products of the results. A principal application of this corollary is that

R(Sk) is generated by the canonical permutation representation Xk  if symmetric

powers are included along with addition and multiplication.  For the reader famil-

iar with X-rings, this statement says that R(Sk) is generated by one element as

a X-ring [2], [5].

§§I.B and I.C present some background on the two principal examples, the

Burnside and representation rings of a finite group. Chapter II introduces the

5-operations and explores their behavior; the main theorem and its Corollary 11.22

are proved in §C. In Chapter III, Corollary 11.22 is used to prove that R(Sk) =

< Xk > and B(Sk) = < Xk > for all k> 1. It is also shown that, in general,

neither B(Sk) nor R(Sk) is unigenerated as a ring. Moreover, although B(Sk)

= < Xk >, if one allows only symmetric power operations rather than all 5-opera-

tions, one does not necessarily obtain all of B(Sk).

B. The Burnside ring, B(G). Let G be a finite group. A G-set is a finite

set  T together with a mapping G x T—*■ T suchthat (gyg2)t = ^,fe2r),  lr

= t,  for all gx, g2 E G,  t ET.  A morphism of G-sets, or G-map, is a set map

/:  T—*T\ with  T and  T' G-sets, such that f(gt) = gf(t) for all g EG,

t ET.  Two  G-sets are said to be isomorphic if there is a G-map between them

which is a set isomorphism. G-sets and G-maps clearly form a category.

Examples 1.1. (i) Let G be any finite group, T any finite set. Then

T can be given the trivial action gt = t for all g EG,  t ET.

(i') In example (i), if T has only one element, T is denoted by  \G.

(Of course, all one-element G-sets are isomorphic.)

(ii) Let H be a subgroup of a finite group  G.  Then G/H,  the set of left

cosets of H in G,  is a G-set by the action g(xH) = (gx)H.

(iii)  Let Sn  be the symmetric group on the symbols  1, 2, • • • , n.   Let

X„ be the set   [xltx2, • • • ,xn}, and let S„  acton X„ by ax¡=xa^.

X„  will be called the canonical 5„-set.

(iv) Let G be any finite group. The empty set 0  is clearly a G-set.

If rx  and  T2  are G-sets, then the disjoint union  Tt II T2  is a G-set,

under the obvious action. On the other hand, every G-set can be decomposed

into its G-orbits:

Proposition 1.2. Every G-set T + 0 is of the form JJI= j T¡, where

Tt isa transitive G-set.   The  T¡'s are unique up to order.  (A  G-set T is

transitive if T ±0  and if given tv t2ET there is a g EG such that gtx =

i2.)

Proposition 1.3. // H is a subgroup of G,  then G/H is a transitive
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G-set.  Conversely, every transitive G-set is of the form G/H for some subgroup

H of G.

Proof.  Given gxH,g2HEG/H, (gxg~ïx)g2H = gxH. Hence G/H isa

transitive G-set.

Suppose T is a transitive G-set. Let tET. Then T = Gt. Let Gt be

the isotropy group of t, i.e., Gt = {g E G\gt = t}. Then the map T—+G/Gt

defined by gt I—+ gGt is a GisomorphismO

Proposition 1.4. G/H =■ G/AT as G-sets if and only if H and K are

conjugate subgroups of G.

Proof.   Suppose H and AT are conjugate, i.e., AT = g~¡1Hgl   for some

gx S G.  Then the maps

0:  G/H-+G/K, \¡j:  G/K-+G/H,

gH r-* (ggx)K, gK r-+ (gg~xl)H,

are G-maps, and 0 ° ^ = 1G/Ä:,  0 ° 0 = iG/H. So G/// =" G/AT.

Conversely, assume G/H = G/AT.  Then there exist G-maps 0:  G/H —*■

G/K,  \p:  G/K —*■ G/H such that 0 ° 0 = lG//r,  0 ° 0 = lG/i/. If 0(1//) =
¿jAT,  then #i AT = tj^AT for all h E H,  so g'[ïHgl C AT.   Similarly 0(1 AT) =

£2// gives g21Kg2 EH. Thus g~2xg\xHgxg2 Eg2lKg2 EH. Since g~2xg\lHgxg2

has the same number of elements as H, ¿^S\XHgxg2 = g2lKg2 = H.U

If i"i   and  r2  are  G-sets, then the cartesian product  Tx x T2  is a

G-set under the obvious action. The Burnside ring of G, B(G), consists of all

finite formal sums, ~L¡n¡[T¡]   (n¡ S Z),  of G-sets T¡, modulo the relations

(i)   [7\] = [7-2]   if Tx = T2   as G-sets,

(ii)   [Tx UT2] =[TX] + [T2].
B(G) is clearly an abelian group; the cartesian product, together with  1G, gives

B(G) the structure of a commutative ring with identity, i.e.,   [7'1][7'2] =

[7j x T2]. Whenever no confusion could arise, the brackets will be omitted.

Propositions 1.2,1.3, and 1.4 imply

Proposition 1.5. Let  {Ha} be a set of representatives of the conjugacy

classes of subgroups of G.   Then B(G) is a free Z-module with basis   {[G/Ha]}.

The rest of this section is devoted to defining a set map hn : B(G) —► B(G)

for each integer tj > 0.  For any G-set  T,  the set  TG  is defined to be the

collection of elements of T with the identification  íj ~ r2  iff Gtx = Gt2.

Let  T be a G-set.  Then  Tn = TxTx---xT (n times) is a G-set

and also an 5„-set via a(tx, • • • , r„) = (ra-i(i), • * •, '„-l^)) for <* G sn-

For each integer tj > 1, let hn(T) denote  (Tn)s ;hn(T) is thus the TJth
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symmetric power of T.   Since the  G- and Sn- actions on  T"  commute,

hn(T) = (Tn)s    is actually a  G-set. Clearly hn  sends isomorphic G-sets to

isomorphic G-sets.  Finally, define h0(T) to be  1G  for all G-sets T.

If Tx, T2  are G-sets, then

KVl U T2> = Ü Wft) X hn-t<T2))-
1=0

hn  can now be defined on any element of B(G) by the following construction:

Define

Hn:  (G-sets) x (G-sets)—> 5(G)

inductively by

Hq(Tx, T2) = 1G,

Hn(Tx,T2) = hn(Tx)-ZHi(Tx,T2)hn_i(T2)   for « > 0.
¿=i

Clearly,

TX = UX, T2 = U2*Hn(Tx, T2) = Hn(Ux, U2)   for all n> 0.

In addition, an induction argument and the "addition formula" above give

Hn(Tx U T,  T2UT) = Hn(Tx, T2),     Hn(T, 0) = hn(T)

for all n>0 and  G-sets  TX,T2,T.

An arbitrary element of B(G) looks like  Tx -T2, where  Tx   and  T2

are G-sets. If Tx - T2 = Ux - U2, then  7\ II U2 = UXUT2, so

Hnçr1,T2) = Hnçrlu £/2, T2UU2)

= //„(c/i u r2, r2 u u2) = //„(c/l í72).

Thus Hn(Tx,T2) depends only on  Tx - T2.  Therefore, define hn(Tx-T2) =

Hn(Tx, T2). Then hn: B(G) —* B(G) is a well-defined set map and coincides

with its former definition if T E B(G) is actually a G-set.

C. The representation ring, R(G). Let G be a finite group. A (linear)

representation of G  (over  C) is a finite-dimensional vector space   V over C,

together with a group homomorphism p:  G —► Aut V.   V is called a G-module,

and p gives an action of G  on   V.  One usually writes

t/-£> y,      v \-+gv

instead of

yPÍEl+V,       l)Hpfe>.
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A G-module map is a linear transformation /:   V —► V', with  V and

V' G-modules, such that f(gv) = gf(v) for all g E G, v E V.  Two G-modules

are said to be isomorphic if there exists a G-module map between them which is

also a vector space isomorphism. G-modules and G-module maps clearly form a

category.

Examples 1.6. (i) Let G be a finite group,  V a finite-dimensional vec-

tor space.   V can be given the trivial action gv = v for all g EG,  vEV.

(i') A special case of example (i) is  V =0.

(i") In example (i), if dim V= 1, V is denoted by 1G.

(ii) Let G = Sn. Let  V have basis   {vx, ■ • • , u„}, and let Sn  act by

mi ~ vo(i)  f°r a e Sn. This representation   V will be called the canonical

Sn-module, and denoted Xn.

(ii') More generally, suppose p: G —► Sn is a group homomorphism. (p

is called a permutation representation.) By composing this homomorphism with

the one in example (ii), one obtains a linear representation of G, G —► Sn —►

Aut Xn. Since a G-set T consisting of tj elements is a group homomorphism

G —*■ Sn, the concept of G-set is the same as the concept of permutation

representation of G.

A G-module   V is reducible if V = 0 or if there is a subspace  W of  V

such that GW C W,  with  W =£ 0 and  W =£ V.  If  F is not reducible, it is

called irreducible.

If  Vx, V2  are G-modules, then the vector space coproduct   Vx II V2  is

a G-module via the obvious action. A G-module   V is said to be decomposable

if V = Vx II V2  as a G-module, where   V¡ ¥= 0. Propositions 1.7—1.9 can be

found in any book on group representation theory (see [5], [8] ).

Proposition 1.7 (Maschke). If V^O is reducible, then  V is decom-

posable.

Proposition 1.8. Every G-module   V^O can be expressed as a finite

coproduct  V=\1"=XV¡, where each   V¡ is an irreducible G-module.   The

Vf s are unique (up to order).

Proposition 1.9. 772e number of irreducible representations of G is

equal to the number of conjugacy classes of G.

For G-modules  VX,V2,VX® V2  is a G-module via g(vx ® v2) = gvx ®

gv2. The representation ring of G, R(G), consists of all finite formal sums

2¡n¡[V¡]   (n¡EZ), of G-modules  V¡, modulo the relations

(0  [Vx] = [V2]   if Vx s V2  as G-modules,

(Ü)   i^U V2] = [VX] +[V2].
R(G) is clearly an abelian group; the tensor product, together with  1G, gives
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R(G) the structure of a commutative ring with identity, that is   [Vx] [V2] =

[Vx ® V2]. The brackets will usually be omitted.

Propositions 1.8 and 1.9 imply

Proposition 1.10. Let Irrep G = the set of isomorphism classes of

irreducible G-modules.   Then R(G) is a free Z-module with basis {[V]\VE

Irrep G}. 772e rank of R(G) = the number ofconjugacy classes of G.

As in the case of B(G), symmetric power operations hn: R(G)—*R(G)

can be introduced.  For any G-module   V,  define the vector space   VG  to be

V/W,  where  W is the subspace of  V generated by   {u - gv\ v E V, g E G}.

The vector spaces   VG  and  Va, where   Va  is the subspace of  V fixed by

G,  are seen to be isomorphic by the fact that the linear transformation  Y:

V—+V defined by

Y(v) = -r¿r¿2gV

has image   Va  and kernel  W.  In the case of sets, however, the corresponding

objects  TG  and  TG are not generally isomorphic.

For any G-module   V,   V®n = V ® • • • ® V (n times) is a G-module

and also an S„ -module via a(v, ® • • • ® v„) = v    ,,*®'''®v_,,.   for
" v i "'        c-1(l) a   l(n)

oES„.  For each positive integer tj,  let hn(V) denote  (K®"^ ; hn(V) is

thus the TJth symmetric power of V.  Since the G- and Sn- actions on  V®n

commute, h„(V) = (V®n)s    is a G-module. Define h0(V) to be  1G  for all

G-modules  V.   Clearly hn  sends isomorphic G-modules to isomorphic G-

modules.

For G-modules   Vx   and   V2,

hn(Vx U V2) = ¡J (h¡(Vx) ® hn_¡(V2)).
í=0

As in the Gset case, hn  can be defined on any element   Vx - V2  of R(G)

by defining Hn:  (Gmodules) x (G-modules) —*■ R(G) inductively by

^o(^i.^2)=1G.

H„iYx, V2) = hn(Vx) - "¿Z HfYx, V2)hn_fy2)   for tj > 0,
/=o

and then using the "addition formula" above to show that Hn(Vx, V2) depends

only on  Vx - V2.

G-sets and G-modules are examples of the category discussed in Chapter

II.  There, a family of functors, called 5-operations, is defined.  In the case of
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G-modules, these 5-operations turn out to be sums and products of symmetric

powers hn. In fact, by applying these operations to the canonical Sk-module

Xk, one can obtain every element in R(Sk) (see III, §A).

In the case of G-sets, however, the 5-operations include more than symmet-

ric powers. In HI, §B, one sees that applying sums and products of symmetric

power operations hn  to the canonical iS^-set Xk  does not always give all of

B(Sk), whereas applying all the 5-operations to Xk  does.

II. 5-Operations

A.  The category AG  and functors 0^, :  AG —► AG.  Let G be a

group, and A a category. A G-object in A is an object A   in A, together

with morphisms A —£-* A   for all g E G,  satisfying pgn = pg° ph, px = lA.

A —^-* A   is usually written A -^-> A.

A G-map, or G-morphism, is a morphism /: A —*■ B in A, with A

and B G-objects, such that fg = gf for all g EG.   The category of G-objects

and Gmaps in A is denoted AG.

The aim of this section is to define a collection of functors from AG  to

AG, under certain assumptions on A. The reader is referred to [6] for a refer-

ence on category theory.

Recall that given two morphisms a, ß: A —♦ B, p: B —*■ K is a coequal-

izer for a and ß if pa = pß, and if whenever p': B —► AT'  satisfies pa ■

p'ß, then there is a unique morphism 7: AT —+ AT'  such that yp = p'. Given

two morphisms fx: A—>BX, f2: A —*■ B2, a commutative diagram

i

+ B2

M2

B, ->P
Mi

is called a pushout for fx   and f2  if for every commutative diagram

A-^->

4
2

M2

Mi

there is a unique morphism 7: P—*■ P' suchthat p\=jux   and p2 — yu2.

Lemma II. 1. Let A be a category with coequalizers and finite coproducts.

Then  A has pushouts.
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Proof.   Consider

A ■+B*

fx

Bx

The coproduct Bxü B2, together with the canonical morphisms i.-: B¡ —►

Bx IIB2, j = 1,2, gives morphisms i¡ »fi: A —► Bx U B2, j = 1, 2.  Let

p: Bxü B2 —*■ K be the coequalizer for ij ° fx   and i2 ° f2. Then p °

0'i ° /i) = M ° 0-2 ° A) S*ves a commutative diagram

/2

The fact that this diagram is actually a pushout follows from the definitions of

coproduct and coequalizer.   D

Given a family   (p.¡: A —► -<4,}/e/ of epimorphisms, p: A —► A ' is the

cointersection of the family if for each i El there exist morphisms v¡: A¡ —►

A ' such that p = v¡p¡, and if every morphism A —► B which factors through

each p¡ factors uniquely through p.

Lemma II.2. If A has pushouts, then A has finite cointersections.

Proof.  It suffices to show existence for a family of two epimorphisms

px: A—+Ax, p2: A—► A2.  Let

be the pushout for px  and p2. Then vxpx = v2p2: A

section of px   and p2  by the definition of pushout.D

■ P is the cointer-

'G- —* A     be the functor which sends A E A to A E A     by

A  be A—^-A   for all gEG.   Let   K£AG. A G-orbit

Let

letting A

space of  V is a pair  (O, if), where O E A and 77 E Mor  G(F, FG(G)), such

that whenever XEA and /EMor G(K, TG(X)) there is a unique 0E

MorA(0, X) such that   FG(0) ° 77 = f.  When such an O exists, it is of course

unique up to natural isomorphism and is denoted   VG.
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Proposition II.3. Let G be a finite group and let A have coequalizers

and finite coproducts.   Then (VG,ir) exists for all  FEAG.

Proof.   For each pair of distinct elements g¡,gjEG, let pg.g.:   K—►

AT     . be a coequalizer for the morphisms g¡,g¡:   V—+V.   Each Pg.,gj is an

epimorphism since every coequalizer is.  Let  7r:   V—*■ O be the cointersection

(exists by Lemmas II. 1, II.2) of the finite family   {P-g.ig.-   V—^ Xg¡g.}g¡¥:g. in

A.  This construction gives (VG, it):

For each g EG, pg xg = pg xlv = pg x, so ng = ir for all g E G.  Hence

7rEMorAG(K, FG(0)).  If /EMorAG(K, FG(X)), then fg,=fgf for all g„

gj EG,   so  /  factors through each Pg.¡g.-   Thus there is a unique   0 E

Mor^iO, X) such that 0 ° 77 = f.U

Remark II.4. Proposition II.3 says there is a functor ( )G :  AG —■> A

left adjoint to   FG:  A—»A0, i.e., MorAG(F, FG(X)) ̂ UorA(VG, X), natural

in arguments  V and X.

For each integer tj > 1   and each   Wn E A n (Sn is the symmetric group),

a functor <pw :  AG —* AG  will be defined. To do so, assume that A has not

only coequalizers and finite coproducts but also a "tensor product" i, that is,

a functor i:  AxA^A which is coherently associative and commutative (see

[7, Chapter I]), and which distributes with the coproduct. This insures natural

isomorphisms

(AXLA2)LA3*AXL(A2LA3),

Ax 1(A2UA3)~(AX LA2)U(AX LA3),

such that isomorphisms between products of several factors, obtained by succes-

sively applying the above, are the same.

Fix *V„£AS".  Let  TEA and let  T1" = TÏ Tl ■ ■ • 1 T (tj  times).

Tin E A n via the natural isomorphisms which permute its factors. Since 1 is

a functor AxA^A it induces a functor 1:  AG x AG —* AG  for any

group G; that is if A-^A^-^B,  then A IB  gLg > A IB gives

A IB a well-defined G-action by the functoriality of 1.  Hence  WnLTín E

AS". Defining <¡>w (T) to be (Wn 1 Tln)s , one obtains a functor <¡>w :  A

-* A.  (For /:  T ^* 7", 0^0"):  (Wn i Tn)sn ~* Wn L r"%„  is ««ob-

vious map.)

If TEAG, T comes with morphisms  T-^T for all g EG,  which

induce morphisms

4>w (?)

4>wn(T)-"->*Wn<T)
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for ail g E G.   Since (¡>w    is a functor, the maps <¡>w (g) define a G-action on

<t>w (T). Thus one has a functor <¡>w :  AG —► AG  for any group G.

' In conclusion, then, if G is any group and if A has coequalizers, finite

coproducts, and a "tensor product" 1, then for each positive integer and each

ry*„EASn, one has a functor 0^: AG —> AG  defined by <t>Wn(T) =

(Ki-TL")Sn.

B.  The behavior of the functors <f>w . The purpose of this section is to

investigate the behavior of the functors <f>w . To do so, one first introduces in-

duced objects.

Suppose HEG are groups. A E AG  may be viewed as an //-object via

the inclusion H <-+ G,  giving rise to a functor Resjj:  AG —► AH.  Let  WE

AH.  An induced object of W is a pair (V, 0), where   K£AG  and  0E

MorAH(*V, Res^ V) such that whenever X E A°  and f E UotaH(W, Res\\X)

there is a unique 0 £ MorAG(iy, X) satisfying (Res^0) ° 0 = /  When such a

V exists, it is unique up to natural isomorphism and is denoted  IndjJlV.

Proposition II.5. Let H CG be finite groups and let A have coequal-

izers and finite coproducts.   Then (Ind^lV, 0) exists for all IVEAH.

Proof.  Let  W £ AH.  Form the coproduct of W with itself I G|  times
r                                      *g

to obtain the object UX&GWX  in A, which is in  A     via the maps UWX-*■

HWX, for all g EG,  which permute the factors; more precisely,  *g is induced

by the maps  *gx:   Wx —* Wgx <"-► UxGGWx, where the first morphism is  lw

and the second is the canonical map associated with the coproduct. In the future,

Wx—^Wy  will be denoted  \yx.  For h EH,  let  ]1WJ^]1WX  be the

map induced from maps

,xh

K- wx-JL—wxh^\lwx,

and let   UWX -*-»■ UWX    be induced from the maps hx:   Wx -*-»• Wx <"-» UWX,

where the first map is just the action of H on  W.

Observe that h**g = *gh* and h(*g) = *gh  for all g EG, A £ H.   For

h EH,  let ph:   UWX —*Kn  be the coequalizer of h* and h.  Since  (ju^g)A*e
= (P-h¿)h  for g EG,  there is a unique map ATA ■

such that the triangle

= pnh**g = (pnh)*g = (p^g)h for g EG,  there is a unique map ATA—^*ATÄ

UW.-^K,

M/, ■'*.

*»

commutes. One thus obtains a map 8g for each g EG.   The uniqueness of each
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6g implies 8x = \Kh  and  9gxg2 = &gxeg2- Hence KhGA-G  and Mt,  «a

Gmap.

Let p:   UWX —> AT be the cointersection (exists by Lemmas II. 1, II.2) of

the finite family of epimorphisms   (ph}n£fI in A.  Since p factors through

each pn,p*g does also; hence for each g EG,  there is a unique map AT—^-+

K such that the triangle

M

P*g *K

K

commutes. The uniqueness of each p    makes AT a G-object and therefore p

a G-map.

Let 0: W—>• Res^AT be the map px: Wx—>K which comes from

p: M xBGrVx —»-AT. (Here and elsewhere, W is identified with Wx.) AT =

Ind^IV by the following argument:

To show that  0  is an //-map, one must show that p„\p = 0/j.  The last

commutative triangle and the definition of p give pA0 = phpx = p*hx = phx =

pxh = 0A.
W —► Res^Z is an //"-map.  One can show that there is aSuppose /:

unique  G-map t: IIW^ —* X such that the triangle

/
Wx —J—+X

f    /'
1 /        T

Uwx
commutes, as follows:

If such a t exists, then for each x EG,  the square

/
W, ■+X

Uk ■+X

r is unique.  For existence,

— Txh 1*   — xhflxh i*

commutes. Hence tx = xf\x   for all x EG.   Thus

define r by tx = xf\x   for all x EG.

Moreover, t/i* = ttj  for all h E H since (ttj*)^

= xhflx, (rh)x = Txh = xflxh = xfhlx, and / is an //"-map. Hence  t factors

through ph  for all h EH.   It follows that there is a unique 0: AT —► X satis-

fying t = <t>p.  By the fact that p and t are G-maps and by the uniqueness of

0, 0 is itself a G-map:  (g<pp _,)ju

0,  or, £0 = 0p.,.

-i.
g<pp*g l =grg l = gg 'r = T=>g<pp       =
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The commutativity of the two small triangles in the figure

/

implies the commutativity of the large triangle. Hence 0 is a G-map satisfying

(Res^0) ° 0 = /  In addition, if 0j   makes the diagram

/

commute, then <pxp = r by uniqueness of t,  and so 0, = 0 by uniqueness

of 0.O

Remark II.6. Proposition II.5 says there is a functor Ind^:  AH —► AG

left adjoint to Resg:  AG -* AH, i.e., Mor H(W, Resgl7) « Mor  (¿(Ind^W, V),

natural in arguments  W and   V.

Proposition II.7. Let G be a group and A a category with finite co-

products.  Suppose  VEAG and   V = U"-XW¡ as an object in A. Assume G

permutes the  W¡'s transitively, that is, each g¡:   W¡ —» II "_ x W¡ looks like  W¡

—* Wj^ U "_ j W¡ for some j and some morphism  W¡ —* W¡, and given any

i, j,  there isa g EG such that g¡:   W¡ —► Wf c» II n= % W¡.

Let  W,    be one of the  W¡'s and let H be its isotropy group, i.e., H —

Win <"-► ÜW¡}. Then as an object in AG,V= IndSlV,H"i0-

Wj by ¿t.
Wi W¡ c-

Ü£G\g¡0: W¡0       ..¡Q

Proof. If g¡: W¡ —» W¡ ̂  UW¡, denote the map W¡ ■

Since gg-1 =g~lg= lu, g¡: W,-> IV, <"-» UW¡ implies gj1:

ÜW¡, and gii(g-1)}=lw.,(g-1))gi¡=lw¡.

Let  0:  W¡   —►ResgF be the canonical map  W¡0 <^* U"=XW¡.  0  is

clearly an //-map.  To show   V = Ind^W,- ,  one need only show that   V satisfies

the appropriate universal property.

Suppose /EMor hOV,- , Res^A").  If there is a G-map 0:   V—► X such

that  (Res^0) ° 0 = f,  then for each g £ G there is a commutative diagram
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IV,    _L

8'o g

Uw,—ç+x

Given i,  let g EG besuchthat g¡:   W¡   —*■ W¡ ̂  UW¡. Then <¡>i =

<Pgi0(g~l)'i°=if(¿~1)i'0- Thus such a 0 is unique.

To show existence, define 0 by 0; = gf(g~1)®, where gEG  suchthat

gjQ:  W¡0 —» IV, c_ UW¡.   0   is well defined:    If g, g:   W¡Q -* W¡ <"-» UW¡,

then g-'gEH,  so that g-1gf = fG'-1g±=f<g-1)ï>gi'a; hence gf(g-lj,°

=?/(r-i);°.
Lemma II.8. Let A have coequalizers and finite coproducts, and let G

be a finite group.  Then

(AUB)G*AGUBG,

natural in arguments A and B.

Proof.   There is a natural isomorphism

MorA(C4 UB)G,X)*> UotaG(A II B, fG(X))

(Remark II.4).  Since adjoints are unique, one need only show

MorAG4G U BG, X) « MorAGG4 U B, TG(X)).

But

MorA04G U BG, X) « MorA(4c, X) x MotA(BG, X)

~MotaG(A, rG(Xj) x MorAG(S, FG(X)) * Mor^U U B, fG(X)).

Theorem II.9. Let G be a group, and let A have finite coproducts,

coequalizers, and a "tensor product" 1.  772eT2 if Wn, Wn £ ASn,

for all TEAG.

^„uw'iT) = <t>w (T) U <PW'(T)
n      n n n

Proof.

4>wnuw(T) = ((KU KnTln)Sn

^((WniTln)U(W'ni.Tln))Sn

* (Wn i r1")^  U (W'n U TLn)s     (by Lemma II.8)

= <¡>w O) II 0iv' (D-Q" n ' n

Lemma 11.10. Let A have finite coproducts and coequalizers, and let
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KCHCG be finite groups.  Let  UEAK and W, W'E AH.   Then

(i) Ind£(W II W') *» IndgW U IndglV',

(ii) Ind£(IndgiO~Ind£t/,

(in)  (IndgW)G * WH.

All the above isomorphisms are natural.

Proof,  (i) The result follows from the adjointness of Res#  and  Ind#

(Remark II.6) and an argument analogous to the one for Lemma II.8.

(ii) This result follows from the uniqueness of adjoints and the obvious fact

that  Resf(ResgK) * Res^K

(iii)  The proof, which is similar to the preceding one, uses the adjointness

of Resg  and  Indg  and of FG  and  ( )G, and the fact that  Res^F^*)) «

fH(X)U

Lemma 11.11   (Frobenius reciprocity). Let HEG be finite groups,

and let A have finite coproducts, coequalizers, and a "tensor product" 1. As-

sume there is a functor Horn:  A° x A —> A such that

MoiA(A LB, Q* MorA04, Hom(5, C)),

natural in A, B, C   Then for W E AH, V £ AG,

(IndglV) IV ^ Indg(IV 1 Res0,?).

Proof.   The functoriality of Horn:  A° x A —► A induces the functor

Horn:  (AG)° x AG —► AG, and clearly

ResgHom(K, X) « Hom(ResgF, ResgX).

The lemma now follows from the standard argument using uniqueness of

adjoints.D

The following theorem gives a useful simplification for some of the functors

<j>w    in the special case of the existence of an object  1  in A such that All

« A,  natural and coherent in the sense of II, § A.  The object  FG(1) £ AG  will

be denoted  1G, or simply  1.

Theorem 11.12. Let G be a group, let A have an object  1  and be as

in Lemma 11.11, and let  Horn  exist   Let H C Sn,  TEAG,  and  Wn =

Indj^l.  772*72 <PWn(T) = (ResSHn(Tln))„.

Proof.

0H,n(r) = ((ind¿"i)iri")Sn

* (Ind^"(l 1 ResSH"(TLn)))s     (by Lemma II.l 1)

« (lndSHn(ResSH"(TLn)))s   « (Res^r1")^   (by Lemma II.10).D
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Examples 11.13. (i) If  Wn = Indf"l, then <PWn(T) = (ResSx"(TLn))x =
rpi.n

(ii)  If Wn = lnàSs"nl, then 0^(7) = (Res^r1"))^ = (TLn)Sn = the

«th symmetric power of T.

If G  and H are groups, A E A°,B E AH,  then the morphisms A -^-+

i4, 5 —►fi induce the morphism A IB —->A 1B,   thereby making A IB

e agxh  (Q x jf is the direct product of G  and //)•  In this setting, one has

the following lemma:

Lemma 11.14. Let G and H be finite groups, and let A have finite

coproducts, coequalizers, and a "tensor product" 1. Assume there is a functor

Horn, as in Lemma 11.11. If AEAG,BE AH,  then  (A 1 B)G XH « AG 15H.

Proof.   Because of the uniqueness of adjoints, one need only show

MorAG xhC-4 J- *• FG xhW) * MorA04G 1/?„, X).

This follows from the following chain of natural isomorphisms, each easily verifiable:

MorAGxH(4 1ft   gxhVQ)

* MOr(AH)G(ír7vC4) -1 FgW. Mf/ftf»)

« Mor   „ G(FH(4), Hom(FG(5), FG(Ftf (*))))
(.A    )

« Mor(AH)G(FÄ(4), FG(Hom(5, F„(*))))

*UorAH((FH(A))G,Hom(B, ¥H(X)))

« MorAH(FH(^G), Hom(5, ¥H(X)))

** MorAH(r-H(AG) LB, FH(X))

« Mor AH(/? 1 FH(^G), FÄ(A))

* MorAH(5 Hom(*H(AG), fH(X)))

« MorAH(ß, FH(HomC4G, X))) *» IAota(Bh, Uom(AG, X))

« MorA(BH LAG,X)<*> MorA(AG 1 5H, .¥)£]

In the next theorem, 5„ x 5m  is viewed as a subgroup of Sn+m   by

viewing £„  as permuting the symbols  1, 2, • • • , tj, Sm   the symbols « + 1,

tj + 2, • • • , tj + 772,  and Sn+m   the symbols  1, 2, • • • , tj + ttj.

Theorem 11.15. Let G be a group, let A have finite coproducts, coequal-
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izers, a "tensor product" 1, and an object 1. Assume there is a functor Horn

as in Lemma 11.11. ¿ei Wn £ AS", Wm E ASm, and TEAG. If Wn+m =

^4nnx"mWn^m> then <pWn+m(T) = <l>Wn(T)L<j>Wm(T).

Proof.

« Q4MJatm(P» L Wm * ResSsnn™mTln + m)K + m     (by Umm* ILU)

* (W„ i Wm 1 Re4nn+x?mTln+m)snxsm    (by L«™™ "-10)

*((W„lTXn)L(Wml.Tlm))SnXSm

« (B>„ 1 rin)Sn i (Wm 1 J1"1)^    (by Lemma 11.14)

= <pWn(T) i <¡>Wm(T)n

C.  The main theorem and corollary.  Let G be a group and  A have

finite coproducts, a "tensor product" 1, and an object  1. Define the Grothen-

dieck ring AT0(AG) to consist of all finite formal sums  2,-n,. [T¡]   (n¡EZ) of

G-objects T¡ in A, modulo the relations

(0   ITi ] = [T2]   if Tx =T2   as G-objects,

(h) [r,ur2] = [Tx] + [T2].

Clearly, AT0(AG) is an abelian group; the "tensor product" 1, together with the

object  1 £ AG, gives A"0(AG) the structure of a commutative ring with identity,

i.e.   [Tx] [T2] = [7"j 1 T2]. When the meaning is clear, brackets will be omitted,

e-g-,   [Tx] - [T2]   will appear as TX~T2.

Examples 11.16.  (i)  Let  G be a finite group and  A the category of

finite sets. Then AG = G-sets.   Let 1 be the cartesian product, and  1  be any

one-element Gset.  Then AT0(AG) is the Burnside ring of G, B(G). (See I, §B.)

(ii)  Let G be a finite group and A the category of finite-dimensional

vector spaces over C.  Then AG = G-modules.   Let i be the tensor product

®, and  1  be the one-dimensional G-module with trivial G-action. Then

AT0(AG) is the representation ring of G, R(G) (see I, §C).

Remark 11.17.  In the above examples,   [Tr,] = [T2]   implies Tx s T2

as Gobjects (see I, §B, §C).  This is not the case in general; in particular, if A

is the category of vector bundles over a space X,  then   [E] = [F]   implies only

that E © n = F © n, where n is the trivial bundle of dimension tj   [3,

Appendix].
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Let H C G be finite groups. Let A have finite coproducts, coequalizers,

a "tensor product" 1, and an object 1. P(AG) is defined to be the subring of

A"0(AG) generated by   {Ind^l|// a subgroup of G).

Proposition 11.18. Let HEG be finite groups. If W = 1H, then

Lnd^W =11-eG/Hl- with G-action given by

g-    I," -^ hü C-• U lx-

Proof.   Let  0:   l¡-c-»Ul-. One need only show that (111-, 0) satis-

fies the appropriate universal property. Clearly,  0:   1 ¡- —* Resell 1-)  is an

//-map.  If/£ Mor  H(1H, Res^A"),  there is a unique  0 £ MorAG(Ul-, X)

suchthat  (Resg0)°0 = /,  namely  0^/1 J for all xEG/H.U

Proposition 11.19. Every element in P(AG) is of the form  2,.71,-Ind^.l,

where n¡ E Z and H¡ is a subgroup of G.

Proof.

(Ind£l)l(Ind£l)« /   TJ    \x\l(   II   i)\     (by Proposition 11.18)
\xBG/H      J      \y<BG/K    J

«11(1*11?)
x,y

* II Ifry) * U f   II     hx,y)
s-y        o?óTHxb?K W)ea

«      II     Indg 1    (by Proposition II.7).D
G-orbitsa

The canonical 5fc-object in A, denoted Xk, is defined to be  Ind5jX5      1.

Remark 11.20.  From Proposition 11.18, it follows that

Xk = II la-
o^Skl(SxXSk_x)

Since  <J=f in Sk/(SX x Sk_x) iff t(1) = a(l), each Sx x Sk_x-orbit of

Sk  consists of precisely those  a E Sk  which send 1 to the same symbol /.

Hence Xfc=UyL1l/-, where  oESk  acts by

«f-^W-' UV

For examples, see 1.1 (iii) and I.6(ii).

Let  G be a group, and A have finite coproducts, coequalizers, a "tensor

product" 1, and object  1.  Let 0O:  AG —* AG  be the functor sending A E
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A     to  1G.  0O  and the functors <¡>w    arising from all positive integers tj

and all  Wn E ASn  (see II, §A) will be called 5-operations. If A = G-modules

(see I, §C), the A-opérations generate what are known as X-operations.  If A =

G-sets (see I, §B), the 5-operations will be referred to as ß-operations.

For JEAG, let <T) denote the sub ring of AT0(AG) generated by

{[0(7)] |0 an 5-operation}. If there is a functor Horn asinLemmaII.il,

then Theorem 11.15 says that every element in <D is a finite sum  2aqa[<t>a(T)],

where qa E Z, 0a  an 5-operation.

Summarizing, the ring AT0(AG) and subrings P(AG) and <D have been

constructed. The main theorem and its immediate corollary apply when G = Sk

and  T = Xk:

Main Theorem 11.21. Let A have finite coproducts, coequalizers, a

"tensor product" 1, and an object  1. Assume there is a functor Horn as in

Lemma 11.11.  Then for each positive integer k, P(A k) C (Xk).

Corollary 11.22. Same hypothesis as above. Suppose P(A k) = AT0(A k).
772CTJ  <ZÄ> = AT0(ASk).

Lemma 11.23. Same hypothesis as above.  Let H E Sn and Wn =

Ind^l.  77jeTi

4>w Ä) = IIlndfcl,

for some collection of subgroups Hy of S^  Here,  yx # 72  need not imply

This lemma does not imply (Xk) E P(A k),  since  (Xk) is obtained from
S s

all ^-operations 0^ , and if P(A n) =£ AT0(A n),  Wn  need not be a linear

combination of objects Ind^/11.

Proof of lemma.  By Theorem 11.12, (¡>w (Xk) = (Res„n(Xkn))H. Since

\/=i 7 (ty-J.)    n

«   II   i0v
(JV"J„)

•■/«)'

we have

(1) 4w(Xk)= (**&(   II   1Ux"'Jn)] ,Kj¡<k      l        -J/H
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oES„  acts on Ul0l,..v„) by

o-  1^-Jn)—L^l(Jo-l(lf;io-xin/       '  Ul0i,-v„V

and"#£Sfc  by

g:   l(Jx"Jn)-L*1«f|).-4««» *       '   ^l«i.-WS

moreover, a¿r = *o: UloV"./r.> ~* U10V"./«)-

Let / = {(/j, • • • , jn)\ 1 < j¡ < tc}.  By the above, H ESn acts on the

set J.   For / E /,  let f denote the orbit Hj.   Using equation (1), it is not hard

to show that (¡>Wn(Xk) = UH.otbitsilr, where gESk acts by g:   lr-►

l|j-<4 Ulf. Let

/' /'
ij

be "the map induced from  1;--► ly- °+ Hy-ly-.  It is straightforward to show

that (Uy-ly-, it) satisfies the universal property defining (U/S/l/)/f- Hence as an

object in A, (/>w (Xk) = II/-l/-. Since, for gESk, (ng)h = irhg = irg: HI/—*

Uly- for all A £ //,  there is a unique map Uly- -^-+ Uy-ly- such that the diagram

ILi,^IIi,
»I I»

commutes, and hence is determined by the commutative diagram:

h-yhii       r

\7
UV

Thus <pw (Xk) =UH.orbitsy-ly-, and Sk  permutes the   ly-'s by permuting

the //-orbits /.  Therefore,

0^) ~ Uly-~       II     ( II VV Ind"VA>
" i Sfc-orbitS7\7re7     / T

(by Proposition II.7), where   ly-    is one of the   ly-'s and Hy  is its isotropy

group.D

Let H ESk and ttj be a nonnegative integer. H is said to be divisible
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by Sm  if H is conjugate to M x Sm   (as subgroups of Sk) for some subgroup

M of Sk_m. Here, "// conjugate to M x S0" means H is conjugate to some

subgroup M of Sk; "H conjugate to M x Sk" means H is conjugate to Sk.

Clearly H is always divisible by S0.

Proof of main theorem.   It is enough to show that if H C Sk is divis-

ible by Sm   for some m,0<m<k,  then lndHkl E(Xk). The proof is by

induction (backwards) on ttj:

(i)  If m = k,  then H = Sk  and IndJ*l = lSfc = <P0(Xk) E <Xk).

(ii)  Suppose m<k and assume that if m < ttj' <k,  then H divisible

by Sm'^lndSHklE(Xk>.  Let H be divisible by Sm. Then  Ind¿fcl =

Ind^fcXiS   1  for some MESk_m.  Let  Wk_m = Ind^-^l.  Lemma 11.23 gives

^k-m^=    u   (ü^rí -Ilwfei.
*   m Sfc-orbitS7\7 67      j 1 y

Recall that / = {(/, • • •, jk_m)\ 1 <j¡ < k} is an 5fc-set and an Ai-set, that

Sk permutes the 7W-orbits /   of /,  and that 7  runs through the 5fc-orbits of

the set of Ai-orbits of /.

Direct computation shows that the M-orbit  (1, • • • , k - ttj), which is

in some   Sk-orbit   y0,   has isotropy group  Hyo = M x Sm.   Moreover,

(/i> ' " ' >/fc-m) G7o  whenever all the j¡s are distinct, since Sk  is (ât-ttj)-

fold transitive.  Thus if (jx, • • • ,fk_m)E y ¥= y0, j¡ = jt for some 1 =£ t; hence

its isotropy group Hy is of the form KxSm>, for some m > m  and AT C

Sk_m.  Since Hy  is divisible by Sm<, for some m > m if 7^70» lndHk 1 E

(Xk) for all 7=^70  by induction hypothesis. Thus

Ind/l = IndSui = *w*J*¿ - £   W1 G < '» >•
m «m 7*7o

The proof is completed by induction.D

III.  Applications and Open Questions

A.  Unigeneration of the X-ring R(Sk). It is well known that R(Sk) is a

free Z-module with basis   {lndsk xsk2x—sk II */ > 1> 2/*/ = k}  [5, Chapter

III].   Therefore,  P(ASk) = AT0 (A^k) = R(sJ, where A = finite-dimensional

vector spaces over C.  Corollary 11.22 now implies R(Sk) = {Xk >, and Theorem

11.15 gives that every element of R(Sk) is a linear combination of  {[<t>(Xk)] \ <j>

an 5-operation}.

Moreover, every 5-operation is a linear combination of symmetric power

operations:

WnER(Sn)~[Wn] = [W'n]-[WÏÏ,
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where

K = ¿2%lndSsliX...xSlll,    W"n -ZßJtt4rHx~x89,h

with aß, ßv positive integers.

W ' M.1 + K'] - Wn U <l *< = KU K      (See Remark 11.17)

* <t>w CO = <t>w(T)ll d>W"(T) (by Theorem II.9)

* [0h, (T)] = [4>w- W] U ttwiT)].
bur

Since

IndS^l^ndä^a®!),

etc., Theorem 11.15 implies 0^ (7) is a linear combination of  {hn (T) ®

/j„2(70 ® • • • ® Ä„Ä(J)lwf > 0},  where h0 = 0O, and A„ = <¡>Wn  for tj > 0

and  W„ = Inds"l.  The A/s are, of course, symmetric power operations (see

Example II. 13(h)).

Combining the two paragraphs above, one obtains the result that every

element of R(Sk) is a linear combination of {hn (Xk) ® • • • ® hn (Xk)\n¡ > 0}.

Thus R(Sk) is generated by the single element Xk  if symmetric powers are

included with the standard ring operations. Since X-operations generate symmetric

power operations [2], [5], Xk generates R(Sk) asa X-ring.

Remark III. 1.  Although R(Sk) is unigenerated as a  X-ring, it is not uni-

generated as a ring, i.e., R(Sk)i=Z[T]   for all TER(Sk). The first counter-

example is R(S4):

li R(S4) = Z[T], then the ring Z/2 ®z R(S4) is unigenerated as a Z/2-

module. Since /2(54) is a free Z-module of rank 5 (see Proposition 1.9), Z/2

®z R(S4) is a free Z/2-module of rank 5. By writing out its multiplication

table (Z/2 ®z R(S4) has only  2s  elements), one can show that no element

generates all of Z/2 ®z R(S4).

B.  A unigeneration theorem for B(Sk). B(G) is a free Z-module with

basis   {G/Ha}, where   {Ha} = a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of

subgroups of G  (Proposition 1.5).  Clearly, if A = finite sets, then Ind^l =

the Gset G/H (see Proposition 11.18).  Thus P(AG) = AT0(AG) = B(G). Hence

Corollary 11.22 implies that B(Sk) = (Xk >. Thus 5-operations (here called

"/3-operations") applied to Xk generate all of B(Sk).

Remark III.2. B(Sk) is not, in general, generated by one element as a

ring, since the ring homomorphism B(G) —■* R(G) defined by  T I—► vector
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space with basis   {t7f}íer (see Examples 1.6(h), (ii')) is onto if G = Sk   [5,

Chapter III], and therefore the ring B(S4) is not unigenerated since R(S4) is

not (see Remark III.l).

Remark III.3. Applying sums and products of symmetric power operations

hn  to Xk  does not, in general, give all of B(Sk). B(S3) is a counterexample:

The nonconjugate subgroups of S3  are 1, Sx x S2, S3  and A3  (= the

even permutations in S3). Proposition 1.5 now says that B(S3) is a free Z-

module with basis S3/l, S3/Sx x S2, S3/S3, S3/A3. Note that S3/Sx x S2 =

X3  (see Proposition 11.19) and S3/S3 = 1. B(S3) is now completely described

by the following multiplication table, which is obtained easily by direct calculation

using Propositions 1.2,1.3, and 1.4:

1 S3/A3 X3 SJI

1

S3/A3/^3

SJI

1

S3¡A:

SJI

SJA3/^3

2S3/AZ

SJI

2SJ1

SJI

s3n +x3

3SJ1

SJI

2SJ1

3SJ1

6SJ1

Now suppose that the symmetric power operations hn  applied to X3

give all of B(S3). Then, in particular, S3/A3  could be expressed as a finite sum

£>%.*«, OC3)h    (X3) • ■ ■ h    (X3),   where a¡
1    s    lx '2 's 1

EZ.

From the multiplication table, it is clear that one of the hn(X3ys above must be

of the form nxl + n2S3/A3 + n3X3 + n^S3/l, with 722^0. But for all « >

0, hn(X3) = nx 1 4- 7j3Xj 4- n453/l  for some tj, E Z:  An element (xx, x2, • • ■,

xn) in an Sn-orbit of X^ is made up of px l's, p2 2's, p3 3's, where px +

p2 + p3 = tj,  and the 3-tuple  (px, p2, p3) uniquely determines the Sn-orbit.

If the Aft are all different, then the S^-orbit of (X^g    which contains the

Sn-orbit corresponding to (p.x,p2,p3) is 53/l. If exactly two of the /i/s are

the same, then the 53-orbit is S3/Sx x S2. If px = p2 = p3, then the 53-

orbit is S3/S3. Therefore, S3/A3  never arises.

Thus B(Sk) is generated by Xk  if all the |3-operations are used, but is, in

general, not generated by Xk  if only symmetric power operations are used.  Hence

|3-operations include, but are not the same as, symmetric powers.
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C.  Some open questions.  Since the 5-operations in the linear representation

theory case are generated by symmetric power operations (see III, §A), which

are defined on all of R(G) (see I, §C), 5-operations extend to operations on

R(G), thus making R(G) a  "X-ring". The unigeneration of R(Sk) can be

phrased:

There is an onto  "X-ring homomorphism"

A-+R(Sk),      ax v-*Xk,

where A is the "free X-ring on one generator" axEA. Hence R(Sk) = A/I,

for some  X-ideal /.   A reasonable description of this X-ideal, in particular, a

canonical set of generators, is unknown.

In the case of permutation representations, i.e., G-sets, the corresponding

theory of "/3-ring" which would allow extending the /3-operations to all of B(G)

is not known.
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